The Permanent Mission of Uruguay,
the Permanent Mission of Mexico,
the International Catholic Child Bureau,
Vides International,
the International Institute Maria Ausiliatrice

cordially invite you to a Roundtable on

Right to education for street children in Latin America

Monday 9 March 2009, 13:00 – 15:00 Room XXIII
Palais des Nations

Speakers:

- Ambassador Luis Alfonso de Alba (Permanent Mission of Mexico)
- Ambassador Alejandro Artucio (Permanent Mission of Uruguay)
- Msgr. Silvano Tomasi (Permanent Mission of the Holy See)
- Mr. Fabio Attard (Salesian)
- Ms. Adriana Bordarampe (Bice, Argentina)
- Ms. Celmira Serna (VIDES / IIMA, Colombia)

Moderator Ms. M. Francisca Ize Charrin

Interpretation will be available in English and Spanish

Sandwiches and drinks provided